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PRESS RELEASE 
 

The results of the indicators collected together with the European Training Foundation 

Meeting on the web with the representatives of the ETF 
and the managers of the Cedifop Study Centre 

The Industrial Diving Training Institution in International Excellence 
 

PALERMO (January 24, 2024) – "Quotations" are rising 
of the Cedifop Study Centre for Training professional 

industrial diving, thanks also to the to the excellent 
work done in the course of the more than thirty years of 

experience gained by the institution directed by Manos 
Kouvakis of Greece. Just of indicators of self-assessment 
of excellence He spoke yesterday during a link held via 

between some of the members of the Cedifop staff and 
the heads of the ETF (European Training Foundation), 

the agency of the, EU agency that helps training centres 
become points of excellence in education, training and 
labour market systems. 

The meeting, promoted by ETF, was attended by: Manos 
Kouvakis, director of Cedifop; Julian Stanley, Senior 

Expert in ETF Human Capital Development; Sotiria Tsalamani, EU Project Manager EVBB (European Association 
of Vocational Training Institutes); Daniele Fano, founder of St Skills Together; Marco Salafia, computer 

technician; Ivan Napoli and Francesco Costantino, Cedifop professors; Jolien van Uden, Senior Expert 
Coordinator of ETF Professional Excellence. 
The role of the ETF is based on the expertise of its staff and the experience gained over 30 years of working 

alongside governments, businesses and social partners whose main objective, through a range of evidence-
based methodologies, is to support the process of education, training and labour market reform. 

In the cors t the meeting, Julian Stanley showed in video the results of the benchmarks built by Cedifop. "For us, 
it was a good test for the new application and Cedifop stands out very well," Stanley said. "Self-assessment is a 
real revolution," Daniele Fano pointed out, "thanks to which we ask ourselves how we are and how and where 

we can improve in operating in our daily work. An internal perspective that helps to put order to a series of 
indicators". Ivan Napoli, a lecturer at Cedifop, said: "I found the proposed indicators absolutely valid and in line 

with what is required by the business world for study-work transitions. Manos Kouvakis pointed out that: "ETF 
has provided us with a 'checklist' to continue growing”. 
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